
Quick Guide to

With the exception of a few purists, most photographers will use filters on their lenses at some stage during
their photographic journey. Some will carry a bag full of filters where others will just carry the bare minimum.
This quick guide is an explanation of the most common filters available and what they are used for. Hopefully,
you will find some useful information here that will help you choose the filters for your own photographic
requirements.
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Screw-in Filters: Also referred to as “Circular Filters”, these
type of filters are attached directly to the front of the camera
lens. The size & price will depend on the thread size of the
lens the filter is being applied to. You do have the option of
using a step-up ring and purchasing a larger filter size thread
to fit a range of lenses.
Pros:

• Relatively inexpensive

• Light and easy to carry

• Heaps of brands to choose from

Cons:

• You’ll need one for every lens unless you use an adapter
(step-up) ring

• Difficult to stack filters without causing vignetting in the
corners

Square/Rectangle Filters & Holders: These types of
filters are attached to the front of the lens using a ‘Holder’.
The holder comes with a range of step-up adapter rings that
allows it to be used on common filter threads. Ultra-wide-
angle lenses, speciality lenses, and large sized lens threads
will require larger holders and filter sizes.
Pros:

• Each filter can be used on any lens with the filter holder
and adapter ring

• Stacking filters will generally not cause vignetting in the
corners

• Easier to rotate filters when aligning

Cons:

• Expensive, as you need to purchase a Filter Holder to
hold the filters

• Bulky and delicate to carry around

What are camera filters?
A piece of glass placed in front of a camera lens to protect, create a specific effect, or enhance colour.

FILTERS
Format: Filters are commonly available in two forms - the circular screw-in variety or the
square/rectangular variety. There are also some lenses that feature built-in slots at the rear of
the lens that allow for drop-in filters, however, these are usually found in speciality lenses
(extremely wide or super telephoto). One of the biggest decisions you will make after
purchasing your camera equipment is to which road you will take with your filters.Type
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What: Both the UV Filter (UV) and Skylight filters are clear.

When: These filters are generally used as a permanent fixture on your lens to act as a
protective filter although remove when shooting at night to reduce the possibility of flare. We
are strong advocates in the use of these filters for your lenses.

Why: UV filters are mostly used to protect the front element of a lens against moisture, dirt,
and scratches. They are a cheap addition to your lens and produce negligible loss in quality
compared to a damaged lens that could cost you hundreds or thousands of dollars to
replace. A Skylight filter is beneficial when shooting under a blue sky. The filter can reduce

the excessive blue cast that can appear in photographs taken outdoors and also keep skin tones free of colour
reflections from objects that are around the subject.

Who: These filters can be used in any type of photography. Generally, many professional and advanced amateurs will
not use these filters for fear of quality loss.

UV and Skylight

What: The Circular Polarizing Filter
(C-PL) is a must-have filter for every
outdoor photographer. The filter has a
rotating ring similar to the Variable ND
Filter.

These filters are generally available as
circular screw-in filters that attach
directly to the lens or square filters that

require the use of a filter holder attached to the lens. However, they
are also available as circular screw-in filters for many brands of
filter holder making them ideal to use in conjunction with Square ND
and Square Graduated ND filters. If using the circular screw-in
filters and you have several lenses you should consider purchasing
the filter for the lens with largest thread size and use step-up rings
for use on your other lenses. When using this filter the light source
should be about 90 degrees from the lens for best results. Before
attaching to your lens always rotate the ring while pointed at the
scene to make sure that it is giving you the result that you require.

When: It is best used during the daylight hours. The filter adds
depth to an image by darkening skies, making colours pop, as well
as eliminating glare and reducing reflections on glass or water
surfaces. They are fantastic to use in tropical locations.

Why: During the day it reduces reflections on water and enhances
the sky, clouds, and foliage.

Who: These filters can be used in any type of photography,
however, they are mainly used by landscape, travel, and aerial
photographers.

Circular Polarizer
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With CP-L
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What: The Neutral Density (ND) filter is a dark tinted resin/glass that reduces the
amount of light that reaches the sensor.

These filters are generally available as circular screw-in filters or square filters that require
the use of a filter holder attached to the lens. They come in a multitude of densities, with
individual filters varying in strength from 2 stops up to 20 stops. If you are using the circular
screw-in filters and you own several lenses you should consider purchasing the filter for the
lens with largest thread size and use step-up rings for use on your other lenses.

When: This filter is particularly useful when shooting scenes at any time during the daylight
hours when you want to slow down your shutter speed but want to maintain the optimum aperture of your lens.

Why: When shooting during the day and you want to slow your shutter speed to blur movement e.g. waterfall, street
scene. It is also useful for video shooters that want to maintain a particular shutter speed in variable lighting conditions.
These filters will produce slightly sharper results than a Variable Neutral Density Filter.

Who: These filters can be used in any type of photography. They are more popular than Variable ND Filters.

Neutral Density

What: The Variable Neutral Density Filter does exactly the same as
a standard Neutral Density Filter (ND), however, instead of a fixed
density you will be able to rotate the filter ring (similar to using a
Polarizer Filter) to obtain different densities.

These filters are generally available as circular
screw-in filters and have varying density
strengths e.g. 1-5 stops or 3-7 stops etc. If you
have several lenses you should consider
purchasing the filter for the lens with largest
thread size and use step-up rings for use on
your other lenses.

When: This filter is particularly useful when shooting scenes during the
daylight hours when you want to slow down your shutter speed but want to
maintain the optimum aperture of your lens.

Why: When shooting in the middle of the day and you want to slow your
shutter speed to blur movement e.g. waterfall, street scene. As this is a
variable filter you will be able to dial in the density you require to obtain
the ideal shutter speed for your scene. It is also useful for video shooters
that want to maintain a particular shutter speed in variable lighting
conditions.

Who: These filters can be used in any type of photography. They are
great for photographers that do not want to carry multiple fixed density ND
Filters.

Variable Neutral Density
Without ND Filter

With 13 stop ND Filter

Quick Guide to
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What: The Graduated Neutral Density (GND) Filter helps to
darken specific areas of an image. The filters graduates from
clear to dark.

These filters are generally available as rectangular filters in 1, 2, 3, or 4 stop strengths which require a
75mm, 100mm, 150mm, or 180mm filter holder to mount to the lens. The gradation is available in Soft,
Medium, or Hard. They can be used in combination with a Neutral Density Filter (ND) to balance the
light in the brightest areas (GND) and lengthen the exposure to smooth water or blur clouds (ND).

When: This filter is particularly useful when shooting scenes that include very bright areas such as at
sunrise or sunset.

Why: As the brightest area of a scene at sunrise or sunset is the sky. This filter will allow you to balance the bright sky
with the darker foreground.

Who: These filters are generally used for Landscape Photography, however, they can be used in any type of
photography where you want to balance brighter areas with darker areas in the scene. Along with the Neutral Density
Filter (ND) this is the most popular filter for landscape photography.

Graduated Neutral Density

Quick Guide to
RANGE OF FILTERSFILTERS

Reverse Graduated Neutral Density
What: The Reverse Graduated Neutral Density (Reverse
GND) Filter helps to darken specific areas of an image. Unlike
the Graduated Neutral Density Filter (GND), this filters
graduation starts darker in the middle and tapers off towards
the top of the filter.

These filters are generally only available as rectangular filters
in 2, 3, or 4 stop strengths which require a 75mm, 100mm,
150mm, or 180mm filter holder to mount to the lens. They can

be used in combination with a Neutral Density Filter (ND) to balance the light in
the brightest areas (Reverse) and lengthen the exposure to smooth water or
blur clouds (ND).

When: This filter is particularly useful when shooting scenes that include very
bright areas such as at sunrise or sunset.

Why: As the brightest area of a scene at sunrise or sunset is close to the
horizon, the centre portion of the filter will control the brightest light. Further
away from the brightest lights the sky will gradually become darker and
therefore does not need the full strength of the filter. The filter gradually tapers
in this area allowing the gradation to be more balanced.

Who: These filters are generally used for Landscape Photography however
they can be used in any type of photography where there is a bright central
light source.

Without Filter

With 3 stop GND Filter
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The Natural Night Filter
blocks the most common

wavelengths of light pollution
such as mercury vapour,

sodium, or low streetlights.
Ideal for cityscapes.

A Multifunctional filter
combines 2 functions in the
one filter. The filter pictured

is a 6 stop ND Filter
combined with a Circular

Polarizer (C-PL).

Natural Night Multifunctional

Quick Guide to
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Colour Correction

Close Up

Colour Correction filters were designed to
correct or enhance the colours in your
scene. When using B&W film the red,
orange, yellow, and green filters are

useful for adding contrast.

Close-up filter/lens can
also be known as macro
filters or diopters. They

are used to convert non-
macro lenses for macro

photography.

Ideal for those who only occasionally shoot
macro images and don’t want to invest in a

more costly macro lens.

Special Effects

Horizon NeutralDensity

These filters are used for special effects. There
are filters that create Soft Effects, Diffusion,

Star Effects, Infrared etc. These are preferred
by photographers that want to create effects in-

camera rather than in post-processing.

These filters are used for
specifically reducing the

exposure on the horizon only.

They are ideal for
photographers wanting to

shoot at sunrise and sunset.

Shot using the
Close Up Filter
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URTH Filters are an Australian company providing a quality range of
photography filters and accessories at a great price. We exclusively
use their screw-in filters on the majority of our lenses. Purchase via

their online website for delivery worldwide. Don’t forget to also add the
coupon code below for a 15% discount on all their products.

Looking for other deals on photography gear, software and accessories?, Have a look at our
deals page (click on the banner below) to see all the latests deals and discounts on offer.

NiSi offers a range of circular screw-in and square filter that are
perfect for landscape photographers looking for a high quality and

easy to use system. NiSi Square Filter Systems are available in 75mm
for compacts and mirrorless, 100mm for most wide-angle lenses with

standard filter threads, 150mm for popular ultra-wide-angle lenses
including the Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8, Tamron 15-30mm f/2.8, and

the180mm for other ultra-wide-angle lenses such as the
Canon 11-24mm f/4L.

For Australia customers click here to check out the range and
don’t forget to contact us for the best price. For International

customers visit Adorama (via the logo link ) for best prices on
the NiSi Filter range & accessories.

Quick Guide to
WHERE TO BUYFILTERS
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A Quick Guide to Filters
With the exception of a few purists, most photographers will use filters on their lenses at some stage during their photographic
journey. Some will carry a bag full of filters where other will just carry the bare minimum. This quick guide is an explanation of the
common filters available and what they are used for. Hopefully, you will find some useful information here that will help you choose
the filters for your own photographic requirements.
Filters are available in two forms - the circular screw-in variety or the square variety. One of the biggest decisions you will make after
purchasing camera equipment is to which road you will take with your filters. Below are some Pros & Cons for each.

Circular Screw-in Filters Square Filters
PROS CONS PROS CONS

Relatively inexpensive You’ll need one for every lens unless
you use an adapter ring

Each filter can be used on any lens
with the filter holder and agapter ring Expensive

Light and easy to carry Difficult to stack filters without
causing vignetting in the corners

Stacking filters will generally not
cause vignetting in the corners

You need to purchase a Filter Holder
to hold the filters

Heaps of brands to choose from Filters can be rotated Bulky and delicate to carry around



UV & Skylight Filters
(UV & Skylight)

Neutral Density Filters
(ND)

Variable Neutral Density Filters
(Variable ND)

Circular Polarizing Filters
(C-PL)

What: Both the UV Filter (UV)
and Skylight filters are clear.

When: These filters are generally
used as a permanent fixture on your
lens to act as a protective filter. We are
strong advocates in the use of these
filters for our lenses.

Why: UV filters are mostly used to
protect the front element of a lens
against moisture, dirt, and scratches.
They are a cheap addition to your lens
and produce negligible loss in quality
compared to a damage lens that could
cost you hundreds or thousands of
dollars to replace. A Skylight filter is
beneficial when shooting under a blue
sky. The filter can reduce the excessive
blue cast that can appear in
photographs taken outdoors and also
keep skin tones free of color
reflections from objects that are
around the subject.

Who: These filters can be used in
any type of photography. Generally,
many professional and advanced
amateurs will not use these filters for
fear of quality loss.

These filters are generally available as
screw-in filters. If using the circular

What: The Circular Polarizing Filter
(C-PL) is a must-have filter for every
outdoor photographer. The filter has a
rotating ring similar to the Variable
ND Filter.

When: This filter is best used for
shooting landscapes/seascapes. The
filter adds depth to an image by
darkening skies, making colours pop,
as well as eliminating glare and reduce
reflections on glassy or water surfaces.
They are fantastic to use in tropical
locations.

Why: When shooting in the middle
of the day and you want to reduce
reflections on water and enhance the
sky and clouds

Who: These filters can be used in
any type of photography. Generally
they are mainly used by landscape,
travel, and aerial photographers

These filters are generally available as
screw-in filters or square filters that
require the use of a filter holder
attached to the lens. However they are
also available as circular screw-in
filters for many brands of filter holder
making them ideal to use in
conjunctions with Square ND and
Square Graduated ND filters. If using
the circular screw-in filters and you
have several lenses you should
consider purchasing the filter for the
lens with largest thread size and use
step-up rings for use on your other
lenses. When using this filter the light

What: The Neutral Density Filter
does exactly the same as the Variable
Neutral Density Filter (Variable ND),
however, instead of being able to
change the density of the filter, each
filter has a fixed density.

When: This filter is particularly
useful when shooting scenes at any
time of the day except at night when
you want to slow down your shutter
speed but want to maintain the
optimum aperture of your lens.

Why: When shooting in the middle
of the day and you want to slow your
shutter speed to blur movement eg
waterfall, street scene. It is also useful
for video shooters that want to
maintain a particular shutter speed in
variable lighting conditions. These
filters will produce slightly sharper
results than a Variable Neutral Density
Filter.

Who: These filters can be used in
any type of photography. They are
more popular than Variable ND
Filters.

These filters are generally available as
circular screw-in filters or square filters
that require the use of a filter holder
attached to the lens. There are a
multitude of strengths from and have
varying density strengths from 2 stops
up to 20 stops. If you have several
lenses you should consider purchasing

What: The Variable Neutral Density
Filter does exactly the same as a
standard Neutral Density Filter (ND),
however, instead of a fixed density you
will be able to rotate the filter ring
(similar to using a Polarizer Filter) to
obtain different densities.

When: This filter is particularly
useful when shooting scenes at any
time of the day except at night when
you want to slow down your shutter
speed but want to maintain the
optimum aperture of your lens.

Why: When shooting in the middle
of the day and you want to slow your
shutter speed to blur movement eg
waterfall, street scene. As this is a
variable filter you will be able to dial
in the density you require to obtain
the ideal shutter speed for your scene.
It is also useful for video shooters that
want to maintain a particular shutter
speed in variable lighting conditions.

Who: These filters can be used in
any type of photography. They are
great for photographers that do not
want to carry multiple fixed density
ND Filters

These filters are generally available as
circular screw-in filters and have
varying density strengths eg. 1-5 stops
or 3-7 stops etc. If you have several
lenses you should consider purchasing

To receive a 15% discount off all Gobe products apply the code ‘widescenes’ at checkout
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Graduated Neutral Density Filters
(GND)

Other Filters
Reverse

Graduated Neutral Density Filters
(Reverse GND)

What: The Graduated Neutral
Density Filter helps to darken specific
areas of an image. Unlike the Reverse
Graduated Neutral Density Filter, this
filters graduation increases in density
as it graduates towards the top of the
filter. Along with the Neutral Density
Filter (ND) this is the most popular
filter for landscape photography.

When: This filter is particularly
useful when shooting scenes that
include very bright areas such as at
sunrise or sunset.

Why: As the brightest area of a
scene at sunrise or sunset is the sky.
This filter will allow you to balance
the bright sky with the darker
foreground.

Who: These filters are generally
used for Landscape Photography
however they can be used in any type
of photography where you want to
balace brighter areas with darker areas
in the scene.

These filters are generally available as
rectangular filters in 1, 2, 3, or 4 stop
strengths which require a 75mm,
100mm, 150mm, or 180mm filter
holder to mount to the lens. The
gradation is available in Soft, Medium,
or Hard. They can be used in
combination with a Neutral Density
Filter (ND) to balance the light in the
brightest areas and lengthen the
exposure to smooth water or blur
clouds.

What: The Reverse Graduated
Neutral Density Filter helps to darken
specific areas of an image. Unlike the
Graduated Neutral Density Filter, this
filters graduation tapers off towards the
top of the filter.

When: This filter is particularly
useful when shooting scenes that
include very bright areas such as at
sunrise or sunset.

Why: As the brightest area of a
scene at sunrise or sunset is close to
the horizon, the centre portion of the
filter will control the brightest light.
Further away from the brightest lights
the sky will gradually become darker
and therefore does not need the full
strength of the filter. The filter
gradually tapers in this area allowing
the gradation to be more balanced.

Who: These filters are generally
used for Landscape Photography
however they can be used in any type
of photography where there is a bright
central light source.

These filters are generally only
available as rectangular filters in 2, 3,
or 4 stop strengths which require a
75mm, 100mm, 150mm, or 180mm
filter holder to mount to the lens.
They can be used in combination with
a Neutral Density Filter (ND) to
balance the light in the brightest areas
and lengthen the exposure to smooth
water or blur clouds.

The Night Filter blocks the most
common wavelengths of light

pollution such as mercury vapour,

A Multifunctional filter combines 2
functions in the one filter. The filter

pictures is a 6 stop ND Filter
combined with a Circular Polarizer

These filters are used for special
effects. There are filters that create Soft

Effects, Diffusion, Star Effects,
Infrared etc. These are preferred by
photographers that want to create

Colour Correction filters were
designed to correct or enhance the
colours in your scene. When using

B&W film the red, orange, yellow, and
green filters are useful for adding

Close-up filters can also be known as
macro filters or diopters. They are
used to convert lenses for macro

photography. Ideal for those who only
occasionally shoot macro images and

These filters are used for specifically
reducing the exposure on the horizon
only. They are ideal for photographers

Night Filter
(Light Pollution)

Colour Correction Filters

Close-Up Filters/ Close-Up Lens Horizon Neutral Density

Multifunctional Filters

Special Effects



What: Both the UV Filter (UV)
and Skylight filters are clear.

When: These filters are generally used as a permanent
fixture on your lens to act as a protective filter. We are
strong advocates in the use of these filters for our lenses.

Why: UV filters are mostly used to protect the front
element of a lens against moisture, dirt, and scratches.
They are a cheap addition to your lens and produce
negligible loss in quality compared to a damage lens that
could cost you hundreds or thousands of dollars to
replace. A Skylight filter is beneficial when shooting under
a blue sky. The filter can reduce the excessive blue cast
that can appear in photographs taken outdoors and also
keep skin tones free of color reflections from objects that
are around the subject.

Who: These filters can be used in any type of
photography. Generally, many professional and advanced
amateurs will not use these filters for fear of quality loss.

UV and Skylight
What: The Circular Polarizing
Filter (C-PL) is a must-have
filter for every outdoor

photographer. The filter has a rotating ring similar to the
Variable ND Filter.

When: This filter is best used for shooting landscapes/
seascapes. The filter adds depth to an image by
darkening skies, making colours pop, as well as
eliminating glare and reduce reflections on glassy or water
surfaces. They are fantastic to use in tropical locations.

Why: When shooting in the middle of the day and you
want to reduce reflections on water and enhance the sky
and clouds

Who: These filters can be used in any type of
photography. Generally they are mainly used by
landscape, travel, and aerial photographers

These filters are generally available as screw-in filters or
square filters that require the use of a filter holder
attached to the lens. However they are also available as
circular screw-in filters for many brands of filter holder
making them ideal to use in conjunctions with Square ND
and Square Graduated ND filters. If using the circular
screw-in filters and you have several lenses you should
consider purchasing the filter for the lens with largest
thread size and use step-up rings for use on your other
lenses. When using this filter the light source should be
about 90 degrees from the lens for best results.

Circular Polariser

Types of Camera
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